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1. The purpose of this note is to recast in a meromorphic function-theoretic

setting some results from a paper on the spectral theory of Hankel matrices [2].

Specifically, we will obtain a generalization of the following theorem of Cara-

théodory and Fejér [1].

Theorem 1. (a) Let S=S(a0, ax,..., an) be the class of functions F(z), analytic

in \z\ < 1, with power series of the form

oo

F(z) = a0 + axz+ ■ ■ ■ +anzn + zn+1 2 b^-
v = 0

Let (p-(n))2, p-M > 0, be the largest eigenvalue of the Hermitian matrix (hpq), p, q

= 0, 1,..., n, where

(1.1) hpq = apäq+aP.xäq-.x-{-ha0äq-p   for p ^ q.

Then

(1.2) M(n) =   inf  sup |F(z)|.
Fizies |2| < i

Equality holds in (1.2) if and only if F(z) has the form

F(z) = ¿»V ft TXwV y rea1' \w*\<l>
k=x i -rwk¿.

where m and wk are uniquely determined.

(b) Let S' = S(c0, 2cx,..., 2cn), where c0 is real, and set c_k = ck. Denote by A<?1)

the least eigenvalue of the Toeplitz matrix (cq.P),p,q = 0, 1,..., n. Then

(1.3) X™ = sup inf ReG(z).
G6S' I*I<1

Equality holds in (1.3) if and only ifG(z) has the form

G(z) = A<*>+ 2 P/cf^    l^rn¿n,Pk>0, \ek\ = 1,

where m, pk, ek are uniquely determined.
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See [3] for a proof of Theorem 1 and some related theorems. In the Hankel

matrix content in which we will consider Theorem 1, 1(a) is the basis for the proof

of the theorem of Nehari [5].

For the purpose of our generalization, let/(z)=a0 + fliZ+ • ■ • +anzn. Denote by

Sk(f) = Sk(a0, ax,..., an) the class of functions F(z) meromorphic in |z| < 1 and

of the form F(z) = f(z)+zn+1g(z)l[(z-ax)- ■ -(z-ak)], where g(z) e H2 and |«v| < 1,

v=l,.. .,k. There will be proved the following

Theorem 2. (a) Let (/4n))2> f4n)=0 be the (j+l)th largest eigenvalue of the

matrix (1.1). Then

(1.4) pf =   inf   sup |F(z)|.
FeSf(f) |2| = 1

Equality holds in (1.4) if and only if F(z) has the form

(1.5)     f(z) = #v ft £H n ?£*• Ki < i. w < i.

where m¿n, r^j. Furthermore, each class S; contains a function of the form (1.5) vwVA

w + r^n.

(b) Lei S; = S;(c0, 2c1;..., 2cn). Denote by A<n) the (J+ l)th smallest eigenvalue

of the Toeplitz matrix (c'q.p),p,q=0, 1,..., n (c'p = cp, p>0, cLp = cp, c0 = Re c0),

and suppose that c'o^O. Then

(1.6) A<n) = sup' inf ReG(z),
GeS'f |«| = 1

where the sup' is taken over the set of G e S'ffor which G(z) is bounded for \z\ = 1.

By noting that the matrix (AP5) defined by (1.1) is unitarily equivalent to J^Jf*

(§2) where 3tf is the Hankel matrix (an.j-k),j, k=0,..., n (ak=0 for fc<0), we see

that one of the main results of [2, Theorem 2.2] is essentially Theorem 2(a) above

with the additional assumption that aQ,ax,...,an be real. Theorem 2(a) also

appears in [2, Theorem 2.1], in the case/'=n+1, even without the assumption that

a0,ax,...,an be real. In §§2 and 3 below, we extend our theory from [2] to the

context of Theorem 1(a).

Since Carathéodory and Fejér [1, p. 232], the standard way of proving theorems

of type 1(b) from 1(a) is to apply the Möbius transformation Wz=(l —z)(l +z)_1

to the class S. In [6], Schur gave an elaboration of this method, which we shall

adapt in §4 to the present situation; cf. also Gronwall [4]. We will deal, however,

with the more general Möbius transformation WMz = (l—Mz)(l + Mz)'1, and

prove the following theorem, from which 2(b) follows easily.

Theorem 2. (c) Let SJ = S](c0, 2cx,..., 2cn), c0 real, denote the class of func-

tions G(z) belonging to Sf(c0, 2cx,..., 2cn) and such that the image of\z\ — \ under

G(z) is contained in one of the disks DLÔ = {\z — (,\^8}, for some real C, 8<y. Let \}n)

be as in Theorem 2(b). Then

(1.7) A<"> = sup sup (£- 8) -(1 -M)(l +M)~\
GeS)
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where M=My = y~1((i +y2)112— 1) (< 1) and the second supremum is over all Z)Cii

containing G (\z\ = 1). Equality holds in (1.7) if andonly if the function G(z) has the

form

(1.8) G(z) = (1 - MF(z))(l + MF(z)) - \

with F given by (1.5). Furthermore, each class S] contains a function of the form (1.8)

with F given by (1.5) with m + r^n.

A word or two of comment on the difference between Theorems 1(b) and 2(b) is

in order. Since, in Theorem 2(b), we are considering functions which are in general

unbounded in \z\ < 1, the introduction of \z\ = 1 instead of \z\ < 1 in (1.4) and (1.6)

is essential. It is this which necessitates the boundedness requirement in (1.6).

Actually, even (1.3), with \z\ < 1 replaced by \z\ = 1, is false without the boundedness

requirement of (1.6). To see this, apply Theorem 1(b) with c0, cx,..., cn replaced

by -c0, -cx,..., -cn and obtain a maximizing function G(z) which maps the

unit circle onto the line Re z = -X™. But then -G(z) e S0(c0, 2cx,..., 2cn) and,

for |z| = l, inf Re (- G(z)) = A<,n) > A0n), if c0,..., cn are suitably chosen. This shows

that the boundedness requirement is necessary even for (1.3) if the infimum is

taken only over |z| = l. Furthermore, since the maximizing functions of Theorem

1(b) are unbounded, there is clearly no analogue of the representation in Theorem

2(b).

Finally, we mention that the proof of Theorem 2(c) could be carried out with

WM replaced by a variety of Möbius transformations. The results, however, would

amount to nothing more than translations and rotations of the results of Theorems

2(b) and 2(c).

2. Let a0, ax,... be a square summable sequence of complex numbers and let

f(z) = 2 avzv. Fixing n once and for all, we introduce the following nonstandard

notation: 3^'(f(ei'i)) denotes the Hankel matrix (an_¡.k), (j, k=0,..., n, av = 0

ifr<0), so that 2F(f) is the triangular Hankel matrix usually denoted by

3e(e~ina'f(ei'')). Thus, if x(ei") = 25- 0 xvévœ, y(ei0) = 21i^oy^im satisfy

(2.1) f(ei<p)x(eiip) = y(eiv) + eiin * 1)9h(ei9),

where h is analytic in \z\ < 1, we have Jf (f)(x0, xx,..., xn) = (yn, yn-i, • • • » Jo)- We

will also write ^e(f)(x(ei")) = z(ei0) = ein<py(e " '<") when (2.1) holds. Jf (/) may be con-

sidered as acting on either H%, the set of polynomials in eio of degree at most n,

with L2(0, 2tt) norm, or on H2, the L2(0, 2v) closure of polynomials in eis>, by

defining 3t(f)x=Q for xeH2Q H2. Whether H2 or H2 is intended will always be

either clear from the context or unimportant.

The Toeplitz matrix (cq.p),p,q=0,l,...,n, will be denoted by $~(g(eiq1))

= ^n(g(ei0)), where g(ei0) = 2v=-ncveiV(l'. Furthermore, ^n(g(ei0)) always acts on

HI.
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Now let

(2.2) <€(J) = ^(JWifY

and note that #(/) satisfies

(2.3) <€{J) = ®ih„)%

where hpq is given by (1.1) and °U=aUn is the unitary operator on 772:

"(xo, xx,..., xn) = (xn, xn _!,..., x0).

Since ^(f) is unitarily equivalent to (hpq), we will consider only #(/) in the proof

of Theorem 2(a).

Consider the generalized Blaschke product

Bfiz) = B(z, ax,...,an) = Y\ (z-a,)l(l-ávz), |a„| # 1,
v = l

and for B(z) = B(z,ax,.. .,an) write 77*(z) = B(z, äx,..., än). Our proof of Theorem

2(a) is based upon the formal circumstance that, if *#(/) is considered as acting

on772,

(2.4) (V(Bf)x, y) = (%(f)B*x, B*y).

(2.4) follows from (2.2) and from the Hankel matrix relation

1  r2n
(3f(g)x, y) = ~-\     e-i^g(e^)x(ei")y(e-^) dp.

¿Tt JO

(Cf. §10 of [2] for details.)

Turning to the proof of Theorem 2(a), note that, if pi, p.2,. .., p% are the non-

trivial eigenvalues of ^(f) acting on 772 : f¿0 = Mi= • • • =Mn^0, then, by the

minimum-maximum principle,

P2=     inf sup |W)x,j)|,
äimMJ-=j  x.yeM,!lx|| = l|yi| = l

and thus (2.4) implies that

(2.5) p2f Ú MBff)\\,

where Bf(z) = B(z,ax,.. .,a¡), |«,| < 1. For dim (B,H2)1 = dim (BfH2)1 =j [2,

Lemma 1.1], if BH2 denotes the subspace of 772 of functions of the form Bx, xeH2.

From (2.5) it is easy to see that (1.4) holds with equality replaced by "^ ". In

fact, if g(z) is bounded and analytic in |z| < 1, Theorem 1(a) implies p¡= W(B¡f)\112

í\\Bff+et™g(ei«)\\„ = \\f+Bf(ei°)e™g(ei°)\\K, and f(z) + Bi(z)-1z7íg(z) is a typical

element of the class S;(/).

3. For the proof of the remainder of Theorem 2(a), we require a device from [2].

The proof is very similar to the corresponding proof of Theorem 2.2 in [2] and will

only be sketched here.
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Lemma 3.1. Let p.2, p2,..., p2 denote the nontrivial eigenvalues ofc€(f); suppose

that p.0^px= ■ ■ ■ >p.r=pr+x= • ■ ■ =pT + s> ■ ■ ■ >pn^0 and let ur(ei0) denote a

solution (if any) of the equation

(3.1) ^(J)ur(ë") = ±pMe-^).

Then ur(z) has at least r and at most r+s zeros in \z\ < 1.

Proof. If «r(z) = n?=i (z-0:v)> where |av| < 1 for v=\,...,k, |cev|St l, for

v = k + 1,..., n, then since ur satisfies

/(«'"KO?'*) = pTein":ür(ei',') + elin*l'"l'y(ei'p),

where y(z) is analytic in \z\ < 1, we have

(3.2) f(é°) = p.r f] (1 -^*)/(¿'-«,) + e"B + 1»J'i(e*)/fl (ei0-^),
v=l /  v=l

where y1(é<p)=y(ei")ir['¡=k + i (<?"*-O e H2. In fact, solving (3.2) for yx shows

that yx el?, and yx e H2 follows from |av| = 1 for v = k+i,.. .,n. Thus f(eiv)

-«^^(O/nï-i (é"-a,)=f2 e Sk(f) and \f2\ =pr. By §2 above, this would

lead to a contradiction if A: were less than r. Thus ur has at least r zeros in \z\ < 1.

In order to prove the reverse inequality, note that, if a0#0 (or if n is reduced, and

{a,} renumbered so that a0¥=0) and if l//(z)=p(z) + zn+1G(z), where/? is a poly-

nomial and G is analytic at 0, then je(f)-1 = <3t¿¿tí,(p)al¿ [2, Corollary 2.1]. From

^(f) ' % = p7 xu„ i.e., je(p)<%ur=p~ laUur, it follows that <%ur has at least n - (s+r)

zeros in |z|<l. Thus ur has at least n-.(s+r) zeros outside \z\ < 1, and hence at most

s+r zeros in \z\ < 1. This proves Lemma 3.1.

To apply the lemma, let p*(eiv) denote p(e-iie) for peL2. Thus f(ei°)x(eill>)

=yx(ei°)+y2(ei<p)ei7">, x a polynomial of degree n,yx,y2eH2, implies that

f(e-i»)x(e-i0)=yx(e-i,l')+y2(e-i'>yna>, so that (J^(f)x(ei"))* = ^(f)*(x(ei''))*.

Thus, if

(3.3) ^(f)x(e^) = p2x(ë%

let y(ei") = je(f)*x(eia,) + px(eia)*. Then, if j^O (i.e., if ^T(/)x*# -px), we have

■^(f)y(eia) = * (yW) + p(œ(f)*x(ë»))* = p[px(é°) + (3e(f)*x(ei"))*} = Me")*.

Thus (3.3) implies (3.1) and hence (3.2) with r^k^r+s, so that there is a function

in one of the classes Sr(f), ST+1(f),..., S7+S(f) for which equality holds in (1.4).

To show that there is such a minimizing function in each class, it suffices to

show that there is one in Sr(f), since Sr(f)^Sr + x(f)c: ■ ■ ■ <=Sr+s(f). This is true

if s = 0, and by an obvious modification of [2, Lemma 3.1], #(/) is the limit of

matrices ^(/m), where #(/,) has a simple spectrum. But Sr(fm) contains a mini-

mizing function for #(/m) :
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where Am(z)=zn+1g(z)/I7v=i (z-ftm)), lftm,l < l,ge 772. Taking the limit of a

subsequence of the (uniformly bounded) sequence {hmiei0) +fm(eiv)}, we obtain a

minimizing function for #(/) in Sr(f).

To complete the proof of Theorem 2(a), it suffices to prove that every minimizing

function has the desired form. Let g(z) e ST(f) be a minimizing function, Bf(eia)

(JSr) the Blaschke product whose zeros are the poles of g. Then it is clear that

B,{z)giz) is a minimizing function for ^iBjf) of class S0ib0, bx,..., bn), where

Bjg=2 bvzv. Thus, by Theorem 1(a), 77,(z)g(z) may be written in the form

Bfiz)giz) = pfi (e"-«0/(l -«»«"),    l«v| < 1-
v = l

Theorem 2(a) follows easily.

4. One of the main results of Schur's paper [6] is the following fact : Let Fiz),

Giz) be analytic in |z|<l, G(z)^0 in |z|<l. FAen 1 is the norm of the matrix

^iF/G) if and only if the matrix "^(G) —#(F) is nonnegative definite and 0 is an

eigenvalue. (Actually, Schur considered the unitarily equivalent matrix (AP9) of (1.1)

in place of C.) He applied this fact with F(z) = 1 -f(z), G(z) = 1 +/(z) (f(z) analytic

and |/(z)| = 1 in |z| < 1). In this case it is easy to show (as we indicate below) that the

matrix #(G)—^(F) is essentially the Toeplitz matrix involved in Theorem 1(b).

We shall make use of the following generalization of Schur's theorem.

Lemma 4.1. Let F, G be analytic in |z|<l, G(0)#0 and F(z)/G(z) = K(z)

+zn + 1Kx(z), K(z) a polynomial of degree n and Kx(z) analytic at 0. Then

(4.1) Jf-<€(K) = í^n3e(G)-1['ií(G)-^(F)](je(G)-1)*K

and hence l^Pf, the (j+l)th largest eigenvalue of <€(K), if and only if 0-¿\¡, the

(j+l)th smallest eigenvalue of<ê(G)-(€(F).

Proof. The last statement follows easily from (4.1) since the inequality l^Pf is

equivalent to the existence of a subspace V of 772 of dimension j— 1 such that

J—^(K) is nonnegative definite on 772 © Kand negative definite on V. But such a

V exists by (4.1) if and only if <#(G) - V(F) is negative definite on V=J^(G) " 1«r„ V

and nonnegative definite on El © V. It is clear that this last statement is equiva-

lent to 0¿Xf.

For the proof of (4.1), it suffices, by (2.2), to prove

Wn<#(K)®n = ^(O-^FX^G)-1)*,

i.e., to prove

(4.2) ^n^(K)^n = *(G) " 1#iFWiF)*iJeiG) "1)*.

Corollary 2.1 of [2] states that JC(F) = ¿f(G)#n.?f(#), i.e., Jf(G) "1 JfiF) =

<V(7C). Taking adjoints, we have J?(F)*(3e'(G)-1)*=3>?(K)*<%n and multiplying

these last two relations gives (4.2). This proves Lemma 4.1.
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To prove Theorem 2(c), we use Lemma 4.1 with F=\ — M(f—n) and G=l

+ M(f—Tj), where/(z) = c0+2c1z+ • • • +2cnzn and r\ is an unspecified real constant

for the moment. We wish to compute ^(1 — M(f— r¡))—&(! + M(f— r¡)). Applying

(2.2) and noting that Jf(i +M(f-7]))=Jif(i) + MJ^(f—n) = ^n + Mje(f—r]), an

easy computation yields

<f ( 1 + M(f- v)) -<€(i- M(f- v)) = 2M [*(/- r,)V+<KjT(f- ,)].

For our choice of f(z), 3«'(f—n)'%+^3e(f—n)=2(3rn(Ref(ei'¡,))—r)J), where

F=#n(Ref(ei°)) is the finite Toeplitz matrix T=(c'q.P),p, q=0, 1,..., n

(c'p = Cp,p>0, c'_p = cp, c0 = Re c0). According to Lemma 4.1, if

(\-M(f-r¡))l(i+M(f-r¡)) = K(z) + Kx(z)zn + 1

(K a polynomial, Kx analytic at z=0), 1 is they'th largest eigenvalue of ^(K) if and

only if 0 is they'th smallest eigenvalue of 3~—r¡J.

We turn, now, to the class Sl(c0, 2cx,..., 2cn). Let A=sup sup (£ — 8) for

DKt6^>h(\z\ = \) and h(z)eSyk. Then, if e>0 is sufficiently small, and t; = A —

(l-M)(l+M)~1 — e, the class Sl(co — r¡,2cx,...,2cn) contains an element G(z)

which satisfies

inf Re G^«) = (1 ~M)(i+M)~x + el2.

Thus, reducing e again, if necessary, we may assume that G maps \z\ = 1 into the

disk D = {\z-(y + (i-M)(l + M)~x)\^y}. But the Möbius transformation

WMz=(\ — Mz)(i +MZ)'1 maps the unit disk to D and therefore

F(z) = W^G(z) = M-1(\-G(z))l(\ + G(z))

satisfies |F(z)|ál for lä|z| near 1. We may also suppose (by adjusting e) that

G(0)#-M_1 so that F(z) is analytic at 0. Let F(z) = 2 bvz" in a neighborhood

of 0. We claim that F(z) e Sk(bQ, bx,..., bn). It suffices to show that F(z) has at

most k poles in \z\ < 1. Actually, since WMF=Ge Syk(c0, 2cx,..., 2cn), it suffices to

show that F has as many (-M~^-points as poles in |z|<l. But Af_1>l and

|F(z)| ^ 1 imply that F(z) + M_1 lies in a sector: arg w<nl2 — e0 for \z\ = 1. Thus,

for |z| = l-S, for sufficiently small 8>0, F(z) + M~x lies in a sector arg w<-rrß

-£0/2. We conclude that A arg (F(z) + M'x) = 0 for |z| = l-8, and hence F(z)

+ M'1 has as many zeros as poles in \z\ < 1 — 8, by the argument principle. We

conclude that F(z) e Sk(b0, bx,..., bn), so that, by Theorem 2(a), /4n)^ 1- Lemma

4.1 implies that the (y'+l)st smallest eigenvalue of S~(Ref)-r¡J is nonnegative.

That is, Xf^-q. Thus we have proved that A-(l-M)(\ + M)'x^-r¡ implies that

Xf>^r¡ and hence A$n)>A-(1-M)(l + M)_1, where A denotes the right side of

(1.7).
To prove the reverse inequality, let r¡ = Xf) — e, and set Wnx(G(z)-y¡)=h(z)

= 2 avz" for some element G(z) e S¡í(c0, 2cx,..., 2c„) for which h(z) is analytic at 0.

By Lemma 4.1, /4n)< 1 for the matrix ^(A(ei<p)) and so, by Theorem 2(a), the class
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Sk(a0, ax,..., an) contains elements F(z) of the form (1.5). By another application

of the argument principle, it is easily seen that the number of poles of F equals the

number of — M ~1 points. Furthermore, it is easily seen that fx and f2 satisfy

fx—f2=zn+1g(z), g(z) mereomorphic in |z| < 1, analytic at 0, if and only if WMfx

-WMf2=zn+1g2(z), g2 analytic at 0. Thus WMF(z)eSk(c0-v,2cx,.. .,2cn).

WMF(z) e Syk if e > 0 is sufficiently small follows since WM maps |z| < 1 — 8X into a

circle of radius 82, 82<y. Thus S£(c0 —r?, 2cx,..., 2cn) contains an element G(z)

with inf ReG(z)^(l-M)(l+M)_1, and we have that sup inf Re G(z) >r¡ +

(1 -M)(l + M)-1 = -e + A<n> + (1 -M)(l +M)'1. Since e may be taken arbitrarily

small, this proves (1.7).

Repeating the above argument with e = 0 shows that an element of the form (1.8)

is an extremal element of SI. The converse of this statement follows easily by

taking Wm1 and applying the argument principle once again.
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